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Disclaimer

For an extensive report on the work conducted under this project, the literature reviewed, the technical details of the methodology employed, and an in-depth discussion of the results obtained, we refer the reader to Lavenir (2019) and Lavenir and Winkenbach (2019). This document is a collection of selected sections from Lavenir (2019) and Lavenir and Winkenbach (2019), summarizing our work and some preliminary findings at a non-technical level.

Abstract

With the rise of the on-demand economy and the increasingly high service levels expected by consumers, companies are racing to provide shorter and shorter delivery lead times for e-commerce orders. Two-day deliveries have become the norm in dense urban areas and companies are developing highly responsive urban distribution networks capable of serving consumers in lead times as low as one hour. In this work, we explore the strategic design of highly responsive urban distribution networks, promising lead times of under two hours, and investigate which operational and environmental parameters drive the deployment of different types of network designs. Furthermore, we evaluate the environmental footprint of these networks by measuring their contribution to congestion and CO₂ and NOₓ emissions, and contrast these with the environmental footprint of next-day delivery distribution networks. From a policy perspective, we investigate how the strategic design and performance of highly responsive networks are affected by an urban congestion charge policy and by different levels of government subsidy for last-mile logistics infrastructure. We conduct a case study inspired by the operations of a global fashion company in Manhattan, New York. Our preliminary findings indicate that highly responsive networks can be sustainable if designed under favorable operational conditions.

1. Introduction

The demand for goods and services to be brought into and out of cities is growing at a fast rate due to two major phenomena. First, urbanization is happening at a rapid pace on a global scale. Currently, around 55% of the world’s population lives in urban areas and it is expected to
increase to 68% by 2050 (United Nations, 2018). Second, we observe a constant increase in per-capita amount and fragmentation of demand for business-to-consumer (B2C) deliveries. To compete with the instant gratification shopping experience provided by brick-and-mortar stores, e-retailers have continued to promise faster delivery times to customers (Howard, 2014). Two-day shipping has become the norm in dense urban areas and market leaders are pushing for near-instant deliveries with lead time as low as one hour.

Companies wishing to provide a highly responsive service to their customers, with lead times under two hours, have been testing a myriad of innovative solutions to meet these rising service level expectations and to keep delivery costs to a minimum. E-retailers with no physical store presence can take advantage of the nascent concept of mobile depots to get inventory closer to consumer demand. A mobile depot is a mobile warehouse, such as a truck fitted with warehousing facilities and a loading dock, which can relocate throughout the day to get closer to consumer demand and serve as a hyper-local fulfilment hub. This concept was tested by TNT Express in 2013 (Verlinde, Macharis, Milan, & Kin, 2014). The burgeoning sharing economy has also had a profound impact on last-mile logistics and particularly on highly responsive delivery services. Rather than maintaining their own fleet of couriers, companies can partner with on-demand logistics providers to outsource the last-mile portion of the delivery (Savelsbergh & Van Woensel, 2016).

In this work, we explore different strategic designs of highly responsive urban distribution networks (i.e., networks which promise lead times of under two hours), and investigate which operational and environmental parameters drive the deployment of different types of strategic designs of these networks. In particular, we investigate how adding increasing levels of flexibility affects the performance of highly responsive systems by contrasting two types of network designs. The first leverages an omnichannel retailer’s existing retail stores to provide highly responsive lead times in a ship-from-store setup. The second provides the same lead times using a fleet of mobile depots which relocate throughout the day and act as hyper-local fulfilment hubs. Furthermore, we investigate the environmental footprint of each network design; namely, we measure the total CO₂ and NOₓ emissions and congestion footprint as a direct result of last-mile logistics activities and contrast this with the environmental footprint of a next-day delivery distribution network. In terms of environmental and operational parameters, we vary the following parameters to understand their effect on the network’s performance and environmental footprint: courier type (e.g., bicycle or vehicle), promised lead time (e.g., 90 or 120 mins), demand pattern (e.g., uniform or high spatial variation), and allowing or not allowing couriers to consolidate orders in a single trip. Finally, we investigate how a congestion charge policy and how different levels of government subsidy for last-mile logistics infrastructure affect the strategic network design of highly responsive systems and the environmental footprint of the network.

2. Research Approach

Existing methods for the strategic design of traditional distribution networks, such as for the day-before planning problem, propose network designs (facility locations, inventory, vehicle capacity) by assuming deterministic and static consumer demand (Crainic, Ricciardi, & Storchi,
However, such methods cannot be applied when designing highly responsive distribution networks as the critical assumption of static and deterministic demand no longer applies. These current methods used to solve traditional network design problems become intractable when capturing the time-dependency and non-linearity of the highly responsive distribution network. Therefore, we propose a simulation-optimization model with problem-specific feedback. There are three key components to the overall model: a two-stage stochastic optimization model, a state-of-the-art discrete-event simulation model, and a feedback model. The two-stage stochastic optimization model first proposes a strategic network design by solving a simplified form of the problem. The optimization model makes key approximations and does not model the complex non-linear dynamics between agents in the highly responsive system – this renders the problem tractable. The second component is a discrete-event simulation model which simulates all agents involved in last-mile distribution (e.g., couriers, facilities, employees, mobile depots). State-of-the-art simulation models can capture the complex non-linear operations involved in last-mile distribution networks, such as couriers, facilities, employees, and mobile depots, which the optimization model is not capable of doing without becoming intractable. The feedback model is used to find discrepancies between the input parameters of the optimization model and the actual parameter values, as measured by the simulation model. These discrepancies arise because the optimization model makes certain assumptions about the input parameters, such as the picking times at facilities.

To get a baseline on the performance and environment footprint of the highly responsive network, we develop a simple next-day delivery model whereby customer orders are served from a distribution center. Namely, we assume that customer demand is served by a fleet of trucks and solve a capacitated vehicle routing problem (VRP) to get the performance and environmental footprint of this base-line next-day delivery network.

3. Methodology

This section summarizes our methodological approach at a non-technical level. For an in-depth technical documentation of the developed models, their mathematical formulation, and algorithmic implementation, we refer the reader to Lavenir (2019).

3.1. Modeling Highly-responsive Delivery Networks

To solve the highly responsive network design problem, we propose a simulation-optimization model with problem-specific feedback. On a high-level, the model can be viewed as a black box where inputs, such as a different consumer demand cases or facility parameters, are fed into the model and the model proposes a highly responsive network design which can serve consumers in the specified lead times. This model overview is shown in Figure 1 which shows different input parameters, the various sub-models within the “black box”, and the strategic network proposed by the model.
The model is made up of four main components: the optimization model, the simulation model, the feedback model, and the final network picker. The purpose of each of these models is outlined below:

- **Optimization model** - The stochastic optimization model proposes a strategic network design for the highly responsive delivery network.

- **Simulation model** - The simulation model simulates the network performance under particular demand and traffic conditions.

- **Feedback Model** - The feedback model evaluates how the network design performed on the set of simulated scenarios. It analyses the simulation model output data and saves KPIs as well as feedback parameters. Feedback parameters are used to adjust the optimization input parameters on the next iteration.

- **Final Network Picker** - The final network picker analyses all previous proposed strategic network designs and their performances, as captured by the simulation model, and chooses the final network design based on a minimum cost.

**Optimization Model**

Due to the complexity and non-linearity of the highly response urban network design problem, the optimization model proposes a strategic network design based on an approximation of the actual last-mile operations. Namely, we introduce two key model approximations: the temporal- and spatial-aggregation of consumer demand, and the temporal and spatial-aggregation of vehicle capacity. To perform such approximations, we first discretize both space and time into discrete segments. In particular, we discretize the geography into discrete areas, referred to as **pixels**, and time into discrete **time-segments**.

The optimization model proposes a strategic network design for the last-mile network by deploying a two-stage stochastic analytical mixed-integer linear program. The two-stage approach captures the temporal hierarchy of decision-making: first, we make strategic infrastructure decisions under uncertainty (i.e., not knowing the realization of demand), and, second, we make operational decisions, such as the allocation of demand to facilities, once we have observed demand (i.e., a scenario). We capture the inherent uncertainty involved in the
strategic decision by using the Sample Average Approximation, wherein we approximate the original distribution by sampling over multiple scenarios.

The optimization model makes the following strategic network design decisions:

1. **Fixed facility** - Which brownfield facilities should be activated?
2. **Mobile Depots** - How many mobile depots should be activated and how should they reposition themselves throughout the day?
3. **Inventory** - How much inventory should be allocated to mobile depots and fixed facilities?
4. **Stations** - Which dedicated parking bay infrastructure should be invested in for mobile depot use?
5. **Employees** - How many employees should be hired at each fixed facility?

The optimization model approximates the following operational decisions:

1. **On-demand couriers** - How many on-demand couriers of each type should be summoned?
2. **Order allocation** - How are orders allocated to facilities (mobile depots or fixed facilities) and to on-demand couriers?

**Simulation Model**

The simulation model aims to precisely replicate the last-mile operations of the highly responsive delivery service proposed by the optimization model for a given day of operations. More precisely, we simulate the operations within a city over the course of a single day for a set of given demand and traffic cases. There is no intra-day replenishment at facilities / mobile depots and we ignore any operations occurring at the distribution center or further upstream. The simulation model is implemented as a discrete-event model which models the last-mile operations as a discrete sequence of events in time.

A brief description of the main simulation model components is given:

- **Order Generation** - Although the simulation model is provided with a detailed description of each consumer order that arrives over the course of the simulated day (e.g., location, stock keeping units (SKUs), lead time), the system has no advanced knowledge of any of these orders. This Order Generation component is responsible for creating this consumer demand.

- **Order Allocation** - Once a consumer places an order, it needs to be assigned to facilities and couriers which will prepare and deliver the package(s) to the consumer. This is one of the most complicated parts of the simulation model as there are many different ways to
deliver a package to a consumer. On a high-level, the goal of the Order Allocation module is to get the package(s) to the consumer in the fastest and cheapest way.

- **Courier** - Two types of couriers are modelled in the simulation model (bicycle and passenger vehicles) which are both assumed to be on-demand couriers. On-demand couriers represent the “gig economy” where a courier can be summoned for a single trip and doesn’t have to be employed for a fixed period of time. Their responsibility is to deliver packages from a facility to a consumer.

- **Facilities** - We model two types of facilities: fixed retail facilities, called fixed facilities, and mobile depots. Mobile depots extend the fixed store facility as they are mobile trucks and can relocate to different positions throughout the day. At each facility, we model the picking process that we assume would occur in the highly responsive delivery system.

**Feedback Model**

The feedback model evaluates how the network design performed on the set of simulated scenarios. It analyses the simulation model output data and saves KPIs as well as feedback parameters. Feedback parameters are used to adjust the optimization model input parameters on the next iteration.

**Final Network Picker**

The final network picker is a model that runs after all iterations are complete. It iterates over all the strategic highly responsive network designs proposed by the optimization model and selects the network design that minimizes the total network cost. The total network cost of a proposed network design is made up of three components: the strategic cost (e.g., investment in facilities, mobile depots, employees), the operational component (e.g., on-demand courier cost), and a penalty cost that is given for each late order.

### 3.2. Modeling Next-day Delivery Operations

To benchmark the performance and environmental footprint (congestion and emissions footprint) of the highly responsive network designs against the current state of e-commerce distribution networks, we build a baseline model which measures the performance and environment impact of a next-day distribution network. We measure the performance and environmental footprint of the next-day distribution network by solving a vehicle routing problem given some realization of customer demand. The direct output of the model is:

1. The number of freight vehicles required to serve customer demand
2. The routes taken by freight vehicles to serve customer demand
Given these outputs, we derive the congestion footprint and total $CO_2$ and $NO_x$ emissions as a direct result of the last-mile operations of these trucks within the city.

The routing problem is solved according to a variant of the savings algorithm proposed by Clarke and Wright (1964). Particularly, we leverage an extension of the savings algorithm called the improved savings algorithm implemented according to Crepy et al. (2019). The improved savings algorithm is a semi-greedy algorithm which constructs feasible truck routes which serve all consumer demand; the objective function is to minimize total routing costs.

### 3.3. Modeling Pollutant Emissions

An emissions model is needed to model the emissions footprint of the proposed last-mile logistics networks. To ensure fair comparison when contrasting the emissions footprint of different highly responsive networks with one-another and with the next-day network, only the contributions of the last-mile logistics operations are measured. Since there are large operational differences between the next-day network, where large trucks deliver orders directly from the distribution center, and the highly responsive network, where couriers deliver orders from hyper-local fulfillment centers, the emissions footprint of a network is measured as the emissions footprint resulting solely from vehicles involved in last-mile delivery. The emissions footprint of infrastructure which supports last-mile logistics operations, such as facilities, distribution centers, or the movement of vehicles not directly related to last-mile delivery, is not measured.

In this work, the Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) Version 3.3 (Keller, Hausberger, Matzer, Wüthrich, & Notter, 2017) is chosen to model the emissions of the last-mile logistics vehicles. HBEFA is a Microsoft Access database which provides emissions factors for select vehicle types under different traffic and environmental conditions. HBEFA was originally developed for the Environmental Protection Agencies of Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, and is now further supported by Sweden, Norway, and France. The emissions factors provided by the model were collected either from data measured in labs or from simulations (Keller et al., 2017). Emission factors are provided in $g/km$, i.e., the quantity of pollutant emitted when a vehicle travels 1 km under the specified traffic conditions.

### 3.4. Modeling Congestion

A congestion model is needed to model the congestion footprint of the highly responsive network and next-day network designs. As a proxy for congestion, two performance indices are measured: vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT) and road space usage, which we simply call congestion. VKT is the total distance travelled by vehicles involved in last-mile delivery, regardless of vehicle type; i.e., distance travelled by couriers and mobile depots. Road space usage is the total road space required by vehicles involved in last-mile delivery; road space usage captures the actual space used by vehicles and is a function of a vehicles’ speed, size, and total distance travelled.
3.5. Modeling the Imposition of a Congestion Charge

The overuse of roads by vehicles places a burden on cities’ scarce and difficult-to-expand infrastructure. Traffic congestion is a major financial cost for cities and urban passengers as it increases travel uncertainty and leads to longer travel times. Since it is difficult to expand the capacity of cities’ surface transportation infrastructure, policymakers have proposed a demand-side solution to reduce the number of vehicle passengers in the form of a congestion charge. A congestion charge forces road users to internalize the cost of the negative externality that they impose on others which influences the demand for road-space by making passengers shift to different modes of transport or to travel at different times. We evaluate the impact of a congestion charge policy on the strategic design of the highly responsive networks. We assume that the policy takes the form of an additional a per-km surcharge for each road user involved in the last-mile operations; this flat per-km surcharge pertains to whole of Manhattan and is in effect at all times.

3.6. Implementation

All our models were fully implemented in Python 3.6. The optimization model leverages the Gurobi Optimization solver (Gurobi Optimization, 2019). The Simulation model was implemented using the SimPy library (SimPy, 2013).

4. Case Study

In a real-world case study, we build on data from a major global fashion company to design a highly responsive network to allow the company to provide their consumers in Manhattan, New York, with highly responsive delivery services via their online channel (e.g., 90 minutes) for select SKUs. The partner company has six retail stores in New York City. These stores are located within or near Manhattan and can be used as hyper-local fulfillment hubs to serve consumers within the target demand region.

4.1. Demand Cases

A highly responsive network design is highly dependent on the demand distribution—called a demand case—which it is designed for. A demand case describes the distribution of demand for a particular type of day. We explore how the design and performance of highly responsive networks change with different types of demand. In particular, we design strategic networks for a standard consumer demand case and for a variable consumer demand case.

Standard Demand Case

The standard demand case represents the typical demand distribution in Manhattan. Figure 2 shows how the spatial distribution of demand changes from 08:00 to 22:00 in two-hour
increments. A few patterns emerge: first, the region north of central park always has low demand densities; and second, the area just below central park, called Midtown Manhattan, and the area at the bottom of Manhattan, called the Financial District, tend to always have relatively high demand densities.

![Figure 2: Standard demand case](image)

**Variable Demand Case**

The variable demand case is an artificial demand case, where, for each time-segment, we aggregate the total demand occurring across the Manhattan island and we force a particular spatial demand distribution where there is a sub-region with artificially high demand density. For each consecutive time-segment, we shift the sub-region with the highest consumer density, so that the "hot spot" of demand shifts up and down the Manhattan island as they day progresses – this is shown in Figure 3. We create this artificial demand case, so that there is a clear "hot spot" of demand which shifts location throughout the day, and to investigate how a flexible facility network design, where mobile depots are allowed to relocate throughout the day, responds to such demand.

![Figure 3: Variable demand case](image)
4.2. Travel Cases

The highly responsive network design is also highly dependent on the time it takes for road users, such as couriers and mobile depots, to travel around Manhattan. To capture this travel time information, we introduce the concept of a travel case. A travel case fully defines the time it takes to travel around a particular city on a particular day, and is a function of the road user type, trip start location, trip end location, and time of day. Travel times can vary enormously day-to-day and multiple travel cases can be created to capture travel times on different days; e.g., travel times in Manhattan on UN day, a notoriously bad day, versus travel times on a typical weekday.

To obtain realistic travel times, we query the Google Distance Matrix API (Google, 2017) which returns the travel time between an origin and destination pair at a particular time, using a particular travel mode.

5. Key Findings

Some preliminary key findings arise from our model-based case study analysis:

1. Highly responsive orders are more expensive than next-day delivery orders, but consolidation reduces this price differential.

2. Highly responsive networks generally have a significantly worse congestion and emissions footprint relative to next-day delivery networks, but, under certain operational modes, they have a smaller impact.

3. Increased levels of flexibility in highly responsive network designs results in better overall performance.

4. Consolidation and bicycles as last-mile couriers are critical operational parameters for a sustainable highly responsive network.

5. The congestion charge policy changes the strategic design of the flexible-facility highly responsive network, but has a marginal effect on the network’s congestion footprint and greatly increases the total network cost.

In summary, our study suggests that an urban freight policy aimed at reducing congestion, and also emissions, should focus on incentivizing companies to use bicycles as last-mile couriers and improving their operations such that they can consolidate customer orders. Imposing a simple congestion charge on urban freight operations does most likely not lead to the desired improvements.
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